CHIPPEWA VALLEY RAILROAD
FOUNDATION
SEPTEMBER, 2021
Next Meeting

- September 7, 2021 at the Depot 7 PM

August Highlights:
• Ridership is averaging more each Sunday than 2019, our last running year.
The West Branch Line has been a great asset to operations. 3,694 rode in
August.
• Riding conductors using added this season improved loading and
unloading trains and train movements this year.
• Sunday volunteer participation has been better than previous years.
• The Depot was re-stained by workers from Western Dairyland Fresh Start
program.
• Memorial High School team members helped brush the right of way along
the tracks on the west side of the loop. The city parks department provided
loppers to cut buckthorn.

Western Dairyland Fresh Start participants also
helped brush along the right of way. They also
were part of the depot painting project pictured in
an earlier newsletter
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Dan Perkins pictures unless noted

Dairyland Fresh Start workers cleaned the depot with brooms and power washer before staining.
Dan Perkins demonstrated the painting technics to two of the workers. The group worked on Monday
mornings beginning June 21st, 2021 until August 23rd. They also helped clean our Sandley coaches
with Dan.
Pictures this page Dave Peterson
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Last of the ballast piled in the parking lot was spread August 21. Tyler
Doney, Kirk Olson, Marc Brown, and Byron Bobb worked about 6 hours
loading and spreading the ballast on the track north and south of the
road grade crossing.

Members of the Memorial High School
Football team helped brush the right of way
and cut buckthorn Saturday, August 21
morning. Brushing began where the west
tracks diverged to the new switch. Vistas
between the tracks were created so
passengers on passing trains can see each
other. Passengers enjoy waving as the trains
pass each other.
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Track work never stops. This
Wednesday crew, Bob Brunner, Joe
Satnik, Tyler Doney, Marc Brown,
and Jerry Halfin replaced ties near
the trolley station and north the
grade crossing. This section still has
a few ties dating to about 1980.
This section will be an up coming
project.
Below, Dan Perkins captured a
pattern of shadows cast by the tower
steps.
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Typical Sunday scenes.
Tyler and Andy Doney discuss
next train.
Andy Doney gives Lacy Sahr a
ride on the tender.
Heather Garber posts information
about ticket sales.
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CVRR HISTORY
Dual Gauge Track
The Chippewa Valley Railroad was originally gauged for our 19 inch locomotive, and its four
coaches. When the G-16 train set of locomotive and two coaches with rail and ties was
purchased in 1980, the decision was to dual gauge the line rather than convert it to 19 inch
gauge. Mike Kuhn, Jim Zueg, and Tim Kaul laid most of the third rail around the loop. This
picture, by Bib Johnson, shows them laying the rail south of a log structure of the Paul
Bunyan Camp, now our parking lot. Gradually, the 19 inch gauge equipment was converted
to 16 inch. For a time, No. 19 pulled 19 and 16 inch guaged coaches. When No. 19 was
converted to 16 inch, the outside rail was removed. A portion of this rail finally was re-laid
on the new West Side Branch Line which began service this year.
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